
 

Relations between research into sentence processing and research into 

instructed SLA: What kinds of knowledge and language are we talking about? 

 

This talk will consider how research from two different areas has operationalised 

knowledge and learning, drawing on examples from mine and others’ research.  

First, focusing on research into sentence processing, I will examine the kinds of 

measures and related claims made about knowledge and learning. This will focus on the 

use of reaction times (eye-tracking and self-paced paradigms) that examine anticipation 

(expectations) and sensitivity to linguistic violations whilst learners are processing 

language. The key message here will be that sentence processing research has been 

particularly strong on articulating the nature of linguistic features, cross-linguistic 

influence, and the integration of language features online. However, such research has 

been less geared towards investigating whether (implicit or explicit) processing drives 

learning and whether explicit knowledge/awareness may have a role in sentence 

processing.   

Second, I turn to SLA research that set out to document change in knowledge over time. 

This will focus on laboratory studies using (semi-) artificial languages to investigate 

incidental learning, using ‘indirect measures’ (reaction times) and ‘subjective measures’ 

(knowledge source judgements, confidence ratings), and instructed SLA studies that 

have used more ecologically valid measures, such as interpretation and production 

measures. The key message here will be that laboratory incidental learning research 

seems to be strong on offering insights into the extent of awareness and knowledge 

during and after exposure, and instructed SLA research seems to be strong on providing 

evidence of the automatization of knowledge.  

If we consider that online processing can drive learning (constrained by processing cost 

or failed parsing), and if we wish to inform pedagogy, then this calls for more cross-over 

between research into sentence processing and instructed SLA. For example, research 

that investigates whether explicit knowledge can influence online processing and the 

extent to which this can lead to gains in knowledge that is accessible under a range of 

conditions. One or two studies in this vein will be discussed.  Although this line of 

investigation may be particularly challenging for the learning of the distribution of 

‘meaningless’ syntax, tentative examples are presented for discussion.  

 


